
in june 2019, from the 21th to the 29th,  100 maps of the city of victoria, in roumania, where collected.  This edition is a 
selection of 50 of them.  All were hand-drawn by inhabitants, tourists, visitors, childs, workers, factory employees, art 
students, teatchers, sociologists, frenchs, englishs, roumanians, indians, chineses, canadians...

They were asked only one question : « who's victoria ? draw it ! »









































































































































































by looking up �victoria� online on wikipedia, 
observing the landscape of the city, 
visiting the church, 
talking with the priests, 
visiting the old factory, 
interviews with the local inhabitants 
and also young people who have returned, 

the city unfolds a multi-layered image to us. 

each layer is represented by a unique perspective 
of different people, different times, and different 
politics. 
each perspective holds their individual story and 
understanding of the city, which altogether forms 
the beauty of victoria.

by taking into account different perspectives of 
local, historical, official and the first impression 
we had of victoria, we aim to create a new way of 
understanding what creates the identity of an 
utopian city like victoria.

annex
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The city of Victoria, also known 
as «the city of roses»





in june 2019, from the 21th to the 29th, 
100 maps of the city of victoria, in roumania, where collected. 

This edition is a selection of 50 of them. 

All were hand-drawn by inhabitants, tourists, visitors, 
childs, workers, factory employees, art students, teatchers, sociologists, 

frenchs, englishs, roumanians, indians, chineses, canadians...

here are some the results of the investigation, contucted by 
Maria Mandea, Teodora Ungureanu, Silviu Bor�, Sukanya Deepak, 

Audrey Pety, Sophia Nan Wu

- an edition realised by audrey pety - 

for the 'utopian city, programmed society' programm

during the 2020 victoria summer camp








